Evaluating gender based learning gains in Physics Education

Context
I am the first year director in the school of Physics. Most of the courses I am responsible for are large first year
courses which are blended or entirely online. My largest course is Physics 1A, a blended course with up to 1600
students which is predominantly taken by first year engineering students. I have also designed an entirely online
course, Everyday Physics, which has around 1000 enrolments each year. In 2018 I introduced an online graduate
certificate in physics for science teachers.

Tool
The main tool I use are concept inventory tests. Concept inventory tests use multiple choice questions to test the
students understanding of core concepts. The tests are given to students before they start a topic and then again at
the end of the topic. The results of the pre and post tests are compared to find out how much the students have
learnt. Normalized gains can be calculated for a cohort, the normalized gain the average post test score minus the
average pre test score (how much they have learnt) divided by 100% minus the average pretest score (the
maximum possible amount a student could learn). I give these tests to the students online and have a bonus mark to
motivate the students to attempt them.

Results
I have compared the learning gains of students in the online course I designed to a face-to-face course which
delivers similar material. I found that the learning gains were slightly higher in the online course. I also looked at
gender differences, in the online course female students had higher learning gains than male students. This was not
the case in the face-to-face course.
In the large Physics 1A course we have not found very significant differences in the learning gains of male and
female students. This is a good result as it is quite common in physics courses for learning gains of female students
to be lower.

Impact
The positive results from the online courses that I introduced gave me the confidence to develop an online degree.
Having found that students can learn as much (or even more) in a well-designed online course I developed an
entirely online degree; the Graduate Certificate in Physics for Science Teachers. If students were learning less in an
online setting, I would have had reservations about introducing an online degree. Further impact has been
demonstrated by through my numerous conference presentations. I have given a number of conference presentation
about my work, including a Plenary talk at the Australian Institute of Physics meeting. As a result, a number of
institutions are looking at introducing courses similar to Everyday Physics. I have published two papers on this
subject but my main focus is on applying what I have learnt and found to improve student learning in my courses.
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